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Q1 Friday, January 7, 2022: Session # 2 - Integrating Technology to
Enhance Learning-O'SullivanSession Evaluation Form
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# COMMENTS FOR SESSION 10: DATE

1 apple example was helpful but learning theory was still a little hard to understand; teaching
each other the book how learning works was very helpful - neat to see what other groups did

1/8/2022 10:34 AM

2 Loved peer teaching and the book selected - thanks for sharing this very valuable resource! 1/8/2022 10:07 AM

3 Great session. I really appreciate the dive into learning theory rather than focusing on the
technology.

1/8/2022 8:32 AM

4 Well organized, break out sessions, incredible expertise. Great way to review text. 1/7/2022 10:22 PM

5 Loved having groups create presentations. Would love more information regarding other forms
of technology that are available. I understand that this would be difficult to add because of time
constraints, and I certainly would not recommend taking anything out from today's session.
Thank you!

1/7/2022 8:34 PM

6 Loved how we taught each other the book and how we all approached it differently. Great
teaching technique

1/7/2022 7:37 PM

7 Many times during the day I was not sure where the session was going. I was jot always able
to follow.

1/7/2022 7:19 PM

8 I had never done an exercise like the one we did with the book - it was a great exercise!
Sharing the PPTs is incredibly helpful. Great book!

1/7/2022 6:18 PM

9 An excellent session that really led to high-yield learning in a short period of time. Really
grateful to Pat for sharing her incredible wisdom with us.

1/7/2022 5:09 PM

10 This was overall a fantastic and informative session. Dr. O'Sullivan is such a knowledgable
and engaging lecturer. These aspects I particularly appreciated: 1) Objectives that showed
which type of learning activity with each objective 2) Apple analogy 3) Smaller groups - being
paired with just 1 person, than 4 people. Areas for improvement (it was all wonderful - I just
appreciate it when people give me ideas for improvement): 1) More than 30 minutes to create
lesson plan - or encourage pre-work for this 2) Short pre-reading on learning theories 3)
Incorporate a slide on the shadowing analogy to help visualize the use of the different learning
theories as a lens

1/7/2022 3:41 PM

11 Great session! Really learned a lot. Especially great tips in terms of how to incorporate 1/7/2022 3:32 PM
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Value of Topic1 - Not valuable5 - Very valuable

Quality of the Presentation and Facilitation1 - Low
quality5 - High quality

Accomplishment of Objectives1 - Objectives were not
accomplished5 - Objectives were well accomplished

Usefulness of Information/Skill in my Educational
Responsibilities1 - Not useful5 - Very useful
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technology to make my teaching more effective.

12 I appreciated the imagery of the apples/apple trees in thinking about learning theories-will help
me to recall them. Also appreciated the recognition of the pitfalls of technology and that we
should use our tools wisely. Working in teams and reviewing an entire book that is extremely
relevant was really helpful. I can pinpoint some areas I want to focus on and know what
chapters I want to read more. The exercise at the end was great in helping me rethink how I
might add technology to engage my learners more with my curriculum project. One request-
please include downloadable pdf versions of your required articles for reading ahead of time via
email or on ASL syllabus/website if possible. I am not able to access fulltext articles with the
links provided on the cover sheet. Requires purchasing/subscription online. thanks

1/7/2022 3:31 PM

13 Would like to opportunity to share more applications for technology or successes/struggles
with technology

1/7/2022 3:26 PM

14 Learning principle is a very important topic and the book is a great read. Teaching my chapter
helped me solidify my knowledge. I found that it was difficult to learn from and follow the
presentations from several groups. I would have like to have had a discussion of some
different technologies that have been shown to be useful and for what scenario.

1/7/2022 3:14 PM

15 Heavier on the learning which was great. Only a few new technology aspects. Working groups
and review of How Learning Works was great.

1/7/2022 3:10 PM

16 Hard to remain engaged with this format. Would have preferred to pre-read each chapter and
have breakout sessions to further discuss them instead of following several power point
presentations.

1/7/2022 3:05 PM

17 Thank you for the stretch break! Overall, I really, really liked this session. I think that the book
is tremendously useful and I honestly wish that we could have had some more time to dive
into it. In particular, I would have loved to hear how other people and Dr. O'Sullivan would apply
this to certain situations. I appreciated having a little less "lecture" and interactive activities. If
it has to be virtual in the future, I'd encourage attendees to have a supply list (like LEGOs) to
be able to get the full experience.

1/7/2022 3:05 PM

18 All the information covered was really helpful and the book is awesome. The title of the topic is
a bit misleading as the technology piece seems to be a lesser topic compared to
learning/teaching principles. Is there any way to have the chapter groups practice using some
form of technology in their presentations? Would likely require pretemplate of it, but then we
would all get to see that tool put to use and get exposure to it. Also, a list of some tech
tools/programs/ideas would be helpful as I'd never heard of JamBoard and now am wondering
what else I'm missing out there!

1/7/2022 3:04 PM

19 Pat O'Sullivan is clearly a content expert-- it was great to hear all of her examples that clearly
explained the principles with discussed. Would have loved to have more time in the breakout
groups to create the 5 minute presentation. 30 minutes wasn't enough and we found ourselves
continuing to work on our own presentation when we should have been fully focused on the
other presentations. Perhaps 40/45 minutes and requiring all groups to submit their work at the
end of the time. While I appreciate not being required to read the entire book before the
session, perhaps a brief overview or context for each chapter may have been helpful to fully
engage with the material. Jamboard was fun!

1/7/2022 3:04 PM

20 I really enjoyed working in a group to create a presentation that was effective to teach others
about our learning principle! I got very tired of listening during the presentations however and
felt less engaged because I was only passively listening. I didnt really learn anything new in
terms of what types of technology compliment different types of curriculum (but I dont think
that was one of the objectives).

1/7/2022 3:03 PM

21 I struggled here because I think if I hadn't read the book, the content presented today would
have been a bit overwhelming. Having read the book, I think its a MUST read for the course.
Would it be unreasonable to ask folks to read it in advance with a goal learner in mind? We
received it well in advance.

1/7/2022 3:02 PM

22 I enjoyed both the book and the review of the seven principles. Also enjoyed working in small
groups to review the principles and present them . I do wish that more of the session had been
focused on technology with examples of how the technology could be used; as I feel like it
was 75% learning principles and 25% technology (and I need help in the technology
department :).

1/7/2022 3:01 PM
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23 I enjoyed the review of the book and would have been happy to spend the session on that
alone. I didn't really get how the bulk of the discussion (aka the book review) was being tied in
to the tech integration. I expected that since this is the title of this session, that we would
spend more time on it and was looking forward to that since it is directly applicable to
something I am working on. I read the Karadag paper on TPAK and found it dense and esoteric
with only a few points that I could pull out into my learning as relevant or applicable. The live
discussion was very introductory but the papers were high level and a bit disconnected from
the session. If the session is not going to center on tech then change the title to match or
spend more time on tech and less time on the book. The participant presentations were mixed
with some being useful and others led me to zone out so I did not find this to be the most
effective use of my time for how I learn. I would have rather read the book on my own or have
gotten a summary prepared by Pat so we could delve into how to assess technology better. I
liked the group work but the prepare a summary was not as interesting for me as the second
(solo) activity or completing the worksheet but would have liked to do this in a group. Or for
example, taking a skill or subject and building a concept map in a breakout to practice how to
do this. The session was good overall and maybe worked well for others and just didn't align
with how I learn. Maybe I am being unfair since I don't have a solid sense of whether my
suggestions would have been better for me or not. I think the session seemed to work well for
others though so I am ok with it and very much appreciate everyone's time and effort. Thanks.

1/7/2022 3:00 PM

24 Great presentation on integrating the 7 principles. Loved learning from our peers and a really
effective and EFFICIENT way to get all the material out of the book. Brilliant. Tricky balancing
the ideals reviewed against the realities of our environments at times. Overwhelming, kind of,
but obviously have this great breadth of knowledge is key to getting the most out of this
course.

1/7/2022 3:00 PM
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Q2 I did not attend Session 2.
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Q3 Additional comments for the ASL Program:
Answered: 14 Skipped: 14

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I loved the use of various teaching techniques- teaching us process and content as one. 1/8/2022 8:45 AM

2 Excellent session. Loved how it was taught ! 1/8/2022 7:32 AM

3 Amazing work with breakouts and organization--thanks to the administration. 1/7/2022 10:22 PM

4 Virtual timing is just right. I could maybe do one more hour 1/7/2022 6:18 PM

5 This is the first time on zoom and everything is going wonderfully! Consider adding a short
5min bathroom/stretch break each hour. Also, please consider recording these sessions and
sharing - would be great to rewatch/review.

1/7/2022 3:41 PM

6 Timing is good. Anything longer would be difficult to sit through. 1/7/2022 3:32 PM

7 I like the small group discussions and working in a team. Keeps me engaged. 1/7/2022 3:14 PM

8 Excellent work by support staff even with difficulties with internet connectivity. 1/7/2022 3:10 PM

9 I'm hope, hope, hoping so much that we can be in person for the remainder of our sessions. I
feel like I'm still getting a lot out of the sessions but less than I would at a conference. Many of
us have young kids and it's hard to "get away" and really immerse in the content. I know that it
was the right thing in light of how COVID cases are increasing but really am crossing my
fingers we can do in-person learning moving forward!

1/7/2022 3:05 PM

10 I like that you share everyone's annonymous feedback. Thanks! 1/7/2022 3:04 PM

11 Thank you! 1/7/2022 3:01 PM

12 Pat gave us a 5 min break and a 2 min stretch break aside from the 30min lunch. These were
really helpful additions to just help reset and stay focused. I would gladly stay for another 15-
20min at the end or the beginning of the each session for unstructured chatting and networking
in breakout rooms. I want to get to know the other participants but the breakouts are
few/short/very time pressures with a big task so can only spend a few seconds on
pleasantries. I think the cognitive material is being covered well in the transition to virtual, but
this is a huge loss to not be able to network. Consider adding a bit of flexible time please.

1/7/2022 3:00 PM

13 Another great day. Had a high bar for this program and it continues to live up to this. So wish
we could be in person and more easily continue conversations. Missing out on the big
advantage of this program that is the networking.

1/7/2022 3:00 PM

14 Started to feel more zoom fatigue in Day 2. Would love to have maybe 1 hour sessions with 10
minute breaks in between. Or have moments where we can have fun together. Would love if
there had been a happy hour built in at some point to just socialize. I have still not been in
groups with MANY people yet. So worried, I am not going to get to know some people.

1/7/2022 2:59 PM


